Uncommon Commonplace: A Short List of Women’s Works
This week, we celebrate the meaning created and preserved when women took pen to paper – whether
they recorded personal thoughts, documented their daily rituals, made unique artwork, or practiced
their educations. This short list includes five unique pieces from nineteenth century girls and women
whose paper leave us some sign of who they were.
Peruse, and reach out if there is something that is a complement to your collection – we are always
happy to work on terms that fit libraries’ fiscal year needs, and are particularly flexible on invoicing
and shipping given the closures affecting some acquisitions departments. In the event that you have
specific collecting goals and would like to discuss them with us, we invite you to reach out via phone
or email Tuesday-Saturday when our liaison to institutional clientele is on site.
All items subject to prior purchase.
Descriptions of all items are abbreviated. For full descriptions and images, or to access our full
inventory, please visit WhitmoreRareBooks.com.
For inquiries and orders, please contact Miranda directly:
miranda@whitmorerarebooks.com or 626-714-7720

121 E. Union St. Pasadena, CA 91103. 626-714-7720

With strikingly beautiful examples of colored illustration
1.
Imrie, Helen Marie.
Literary and artistic pieces by a young woman and her friends.
Fife, Scotland: 1839-1866. Contemporary morocco embossed
in gilt and blind. Patterned endpapers. Top edge gilt.
Measuring 255 x 205mm and comprised of 41 bound or
tipped in manuscript pages in varied hands plus one
manuscript page laid in loosely, 16 pieces of artwork bound
or adhered to pages, and 1 piece of artwork laid in loosely. A
beautiful compilation created across more than 20 years and
highly valued in a fine binding.
Helen Maria Imrie, born in 1820 in Ferry-on-Craig, began this
commonplace book at the age of 19 and continued it through
her courtship, wedding, and marriage with William Welch.
Despite the swath of time the pages cover, there is something
consistent and comforting in the quality and content of the
literary and visual work they contain. Most pieces are copied
or written out by Helen herself; some are contributed by
friends both male and female. Of the literary pieces, there are
several cheeky political commentaries (including Character of
Napoleon Bonaparte, a Character of Lady Madame de Stael as Drawn by Lady Morgan of France, and Character of
James the First of England -- most particularly political). Other pieces are copies or translations, many by popular
poets such as Byron although some of the pieces about love and friendship appear to be original. Perhaps most
notable is the range of visual artwork. In addition to some lovely hand-colored florals are two drawings of pheasants,
several portraits including a woman reading, and a diagram of Ancient Shoes and Boots by Jane Stutzer. Some of
these pieces predate the 1839 note on the ownership page and were pasted in later.
Further research could certainly be done into Helen's life, education, and class status as well as into her husband and
their social circle. References to boarding school and paleographic and artistic skill suggest but certainly don't confirm
answers to these questions. Additional work could be done into the sources of some of the pieces, and into which
pieces can be confirmed as altered or original. (5016)
$2,250

An exceptionally beautiful selection of artwork, music, and poetry
2. Jameson, Maggie.
Commonplace book of a young woman at a European boarding
school.
[Dresden, Germany]: 1886-1891. Comprised of 124 handwritten
pages, 13 albumen photos, 6 pieces of original artwork, and 5
mounted botanical specimens. Bound in half calf over embossed
boards, with a metal clasp and patterned endpapers. A gift
inscription on the front endpaper reads, "Maggie Jameson, with love
from the girls. Rosebery House. Nov. 25th 86," identifying the
owner as a student of the Dresden boarding school run by Scottish
sisters the Misses Glendinning. An albumen image of the school,
with handwritten label, visually supports this.
Maggie's book is a beautiful and memorable compilation of poetry,
music, and art that allows researchers a glimpse into the life and
interests of young people from around the world. Entries are
contributed by students hailing from Scotland, Australia, England,
Denmark, Canada, and the US. Brought together under one roof in
the pursuit of an education, the girls contributing to Maggie's album
are cosmopolitan and intelligent. While many of the quotations
come from popular authors such as Barbauld, Shakespeare, Dryden, and Longfellow; others are cheeky rhymes from
popular culture that comment on marriage and gender. "You ask for something original, I don't know where to
begin. There is nothing original in me, Except original sin," writes Lettie Bell, while Matty Hamilton contributes "Put
not your trust in a man -- not even in a brother -- Girls if you must love, Love one another." Such selections speak
to the age of these young women coming to adulthood. Botanical specimens and images of European towns and
landmarks speak to the girls' studies of nature, language, and history. Beautifully colored artworks reflect the girls'
observation of nature as well as their training. Most notably, the numerous musical pieces and photos of major
composers suggest that Maggie was either a musician or music lover.
Wide research possibilities exist for scholars, including but not limited to the history of the Rosebery House, the
genealogies and identities of the contributors, the history of international education, the transmission of literature,
gender studies, and music and art studies. (3966)
$1,650

A schoolgirl blends academic essays with personal notes including spells
3.
Moran, Lila.
School Notebook of a teen girl, intermixed with spells.
Norwich, CT: 1889. Quarter cloth over marbled boards, with corners marked in
black and owner's name to center front board. Comprised of 67 pages in a single
hand, with two additional receipts laid in loosely at front. Spine cracked and
hinges broken and exposed; first quire detached and laid in, with remaining
textblock held together with string. Composed by Lila Moran (b. 1872) at the age
of 17, the present notebook shows a girl rising to womanhood in a way that
might feel familiar to modern readers. A thorough student, Lila is not solely
focused on her studies; and her notebook blends reveries about her future
throughout her essays on history and her spelling lists.
The opening pages of Lila's composition book show her participating in two very
different practices that reflect her age and cohort. On the one hand, the book
initiates with her essay on Alfred the Great and the Anglo-Saxons; Lila notes
Alfred's youth on ascending to the throne, as well as his martial prowess. "He
was the hero of fifty seven battles. In several actions with the Danes, he showed
a martial skill and courage beyond his years." In examining
the Anglo Saxons more generally, she shows interest not
only in the men but in the women as well. "The Saxons
were ruled by a king...the king's wife was called queen, but
after the time of Eadburga, wife of Brithric of Wessex,
who poisoned her royal husband, she was named lady."
Yet on the other hand, dropped into some of these essays
in pencil sections that demarcate them, Lila engages with
her peers in non-academic ways. Several pages into her
essay on England Under the Normans, she records two
different marriage spells. Likely shared among her friends
at school, one spell involves walking forward and
backward while reading specific lines of a "chapter amor"
before blowing out a candle; the result, she writes, should
be a "dream of your future husband." The second spell
involves dirt, a ring, and a saucer of water. Though the
incantation is incomplete by the end of the page, Lila picks
it back up and completes it in her essay on England Under
the Plantagenets. Depending on where the ring is placed at the end of the spell, it will result in "a voyage on the
water...being married within a year...or dying before a year."
In the midst of her lessons, Lila engages in reveries about the future -- a future that might involve marriage but also
holds other possibilities (as the spell about causing a voyage suggests). Her notebook suggests the emerging tradition
that would later become so common among young women at sleepovers and other events away from adults -engagement with the occult or with spells.
A piece with potential for further research, Lila's notebook opens the possibility for projects on education and
women's education, cultural approaches to marriage and courtship, and intergenerational attitudes about witchcraft
and the occult, among other topics. (5015) $1,250

A young woman blends evangelism with literary realism, revealing her belief that even-handed Christians might better convert non-believers
4.
Newton, Frances Phoebe.
Religious and literary commonplace book of a young woman.
[England]: 1841-1867. Full sheep embossed in blind with gilt to front
board, measuring 200 x 160mm and comprised of 155 manuscript
pages. A gift inscription to the front pastedown reads "Frances
Phoebe Newton, A Present from her Mother, Mrs. A. Morley. July
31st, 1841." On the first page, Phoebe has created a formal title page:
"Phoebe Newton's Album. July 31st, 1841." A dense and researchrich piece, in which a young woman documents her reading from a
variety of sources including collections of poetry, popular magazines
and circulars, church sermons, and oral stories within her
community. Potential projects include but are not limited to
Victorian reading practices, women's reading, the intersection of
popular and evangelical literatures, genealogy, and paleaography.
Within her commonplace book, Phoebe gravitates toward poetry and
short anecdotes in which the narrating voice calmly uses rhetoric and
logic to undermine non-believers or convert doubters. Her faith is the underlying basis for each selection -- even
when celebrating a royal marriage or waxing on Queen Victoria's leadership. Early selections such as Doctor Watts
and Collins the Freethinker focus on how Christians unshaken in their faith can lead by calm example, responding
to criticism or even outright scorn by gesturing to the value of their interior relationship to God rather than to any
external possessions. Doctor Watts, for example, responds to a coffeehouse stranger's "contempt at his diminutive
appearance" with a short verse concluding "I must be measured by my soul -- The mind's the standard of the man."
Similarly, Collins the Freethinker "once met a plain countryman going to church" and attempted to confound him
by asking about God's size. The countryman's participation in the dialogue -- and his embrace of contradiction -impress and convert the Freethinker. "He is so great that the heaven of heaven cannot contain Him; and so little
that He can dwell in my heart." In this sense, Phoebe reveals in addition to her evangelical beliefs an attraction to
literary realism. Rather than gravitating to soaring sentimentalism and romance, the works gathered here often rely
on dialogue and daily settings, presenting a realistic world with idealized social outcomes.
Phoebe's selections come from a variety of sources,
which speaks to the array of material she had contact
with. Some uncredited pieces appear to be stories from
sermons or overheard among family. Many include
Victorian writers such as Cowper and Toplady. Still
others come from popular regional magazines such as
the Norfolk Chronicle and the Gospel Standard. More
work could be done to identify where she and her
family resided and what schooling she had access to.
Additional work could be done on at least one other
hand in the book, several times signed John Newton
and potentially her husband (given that her mother,
Mrs. Morley, gifts her the book under the name
Newton). (5032) $1,250

Including several years of book club reading lists, notes reflecting her fascination with ancient history, and practical lists for travel and
correspondence
5. Williams, Elizabeth B.
Manuscript notebook of a Greenwich Village woman,
documenting her reading, study, and travels.
[New York]: 1877-1899. Soft-bound sheep over card with
rubbing to extremities and some loss to spine. Ownership
signature to third blank: "Elizabeth B. Williams. 34 West 17th
Street. January 1st 1877." Comprised of 32 handwritten pages
providing a glimpse into the bohemian life of an educated
woman living in New York at the turn of the century.
By the time of this notebook's use, New York's Greenwich
Village had gained a reputation as a haven for artists, writers,
and musicians to live and gather. Boarding houses and
bachelor flats, like the well-known Benedick Building, made
the Village an affordable place even for single people to find
housing that was safe and affordable. The brownstone
building that Elizabeth lists as hers in the ownership
signature, in fact, still exists, allowing us to image the space in which this manuscript was used. While we've been
unable to locate information on Elizabeth's history, the pages here reveal her to be a woman interested in history,
reading, and music. 13 pages focus on a range of historical facts -- including historical timelines of the Hebrews, lists
of British monarchs and American presidents, notes on the genres of authors from the Renaissance to Romantic
period, and the history of landmarks in London. 4 pages, with her hand notably sloppier as if writing while working,
make notes on musical scales and techniques for effective fingering while playing. And 9 pages reveal that for a
number of years, Elizabeth was involved in a Book Club, as she keeps track of her reading lists for meetings by
month and year (including Harriet Beecher Stowe, Annie Fields, and Edna Lyall as well as books on Victorian
Literature, Social Life in Old Virginia, and histories
of England and Korea -- 64 titles in all).
Elizabeth's life was not confined to New York,
however. She dedicates 2 pages, for example, to a
packing list for a voyage, detailing the clothes she'll
need in her trunk. Another 3 pages list addresses for
friends in New York, New Jersey, Ohio, and Illinois
to whom she'll send letters while away.
Within these pages exist opportunities for
researchers to explore genealogy, practices of selfeducation through reading, book clubs and reading
habits, lifestyles of women living in New York at the
turn of the century, musical practice, and
paleography. (2984)
$1,000
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